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Abstract
The determining equations for the nonclassical reductions of a general nth order evolutionary
partial differential equations is considered. It is shown that requiring compatibility with a first order
quasilinear partial differential equation, the determining equations are obtained. Burgers’ equation
and the KdV equation and generalizations serve as examples illustrating how compatibility leads
quickly and easily to the determining equations for their nonclassical symmetries.
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1. Introduction
Symmetry analysis has played an important role in the construction of exact solutions to
nonlinear partial differential equations. Based on the original work of Lie [1] on continuous
groups, symmetry analysis has provided a unified explanation for the seemingly diverse
and ad-hoc integration methods used to solve ordinary differential equations. Presently,
there exists an extensive body of literature in which we refer the reader to the books by
Bluman and Kumei [2], Olver [3] and Rogers and Ames [4]. In essence, one seeks the
invariance of a differential equation
∆(t, x,u,ut , ux, utt , utx, . . .)= 0, (1.1)
under the group of infinitesimal transformations
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x = x +X(t, x,u)ε+O(ε2),
u= u+U(t, x,u)ε+O(ε2). (1.2)
This leads to a set of determining equations for the infinitesimals T , X and U that, when
solved, gives rise to the symmetries of (1.1). Once a symmetry is known for a differential
equation, invariance of the solution leads to the invariant surface condition
T ut +Xux =U. (1.3)
Solutions of (1.3) lead to a solution Ansatz, which, when substituted into Eq. (1.1) gives
a reduction of the original equation. A generalization of the so-called “classical method”
of Lie was proposed by Bluman and Cole [5]. Today, it is commonly referred to as the
“nonclassical method.” Their method seeks invariance of the original equation augmented
with the invariant surface condition (1.3). Their original intention was to construct new
exact solutions of the heat equation
ut = uxx. (1.4)
However, all exact solutions obtained by their nonclassical method could also be obtained
by the classical method. Unlike the determining equations for the classical method which
are linear, the determining equations for the nonclassical method are usually highly non-
linear. For example, the determining equations for the heat equation obtained by Bluman
and Cole [5], with T = 1, are
Xuu = 0,
Uuu − 2Xxu+ 2XXu = 0,
Ut −Uxx + 2UXx = 0,
2Uxu+Xt −Xxx − 2UXu+ 2XXx = 0, (1.5)
which are clearly nonlinear. We note that Mansfield [6] gave the general solution of this
system of equations, in addition to the closely related system of determining equations for
the nonclassical reductions of Burgers’ equation. Subsequently, Arrigo and Hickling [7]
were able to show that both systems of determining equations (for the heat equation and
Burgers’ equation) belong to a class of matrix Burger’s equation and was solved using a
matrix Hopf–Cole transformation.
The determining equations given in (1.5) were derived in the context of a generaliza-
tion of Lie’s method. In this paper, we will show that these determining equations can be
derived as a consequence of compatibility. Furthermore, we will show this also extends to
evolutionary equations of arbitrary order.
The paper is organized as follows. For motivation, we consider the heat equation in
Section 2. We will show that the determining equations for the nonclassical symmetries
are quickly and easily recovered. In Section 3, we will prove that for general quasilinear
evolutionary equations of arbitrary order, compatibility with the invariant surface condition
leads to the determining equations for their nonclassical symmetries. In Section 4, we will
consider Burgers’ equation and the KdV equation and their generalizations illustrating this
method of compatibility.
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In this section, we derive the determining equations for the nonclassical symmetries of
the heat equation via compatibility. These were first obtained by Bluman and Cole [5] and
we include the analysis here only for motivation.
If we denote the heat equation (1.4) by ∆1 and the invariant surface condition (1.3) with
T = 1 by ∆2 then
∆1 = ut − uxx, (2.1a)
∆2 = ut +Xux −U. (2.1b)
The determining equations for the nonclassical symmetries for the heat are obtained by
requiring that
Γ (2)∆1|∆1=0,∆2=0 = 0, (2.2)
where the infinitesimal generator Γ is given by
Γ = T ∂
∂t
+X ∂
∂x
+U ∂
∂u
, (2.3)
with the first and second extensions as
Γ (1) = Γ +U[t ] ∂
∂ut
+U[x] ∂
∂ux
, (2.4a)
Γ (2) = Γ (1) +U[t t ] ∂
∂utt
+U[tx] ∂
∂utx
+U[xx] ∂
∂uxx
. (2.4b)
The coefficients of the operators in (2.4) are given by
U[t ] =DtU − utDtT − uxDtX, (2.5a)
U[x] =DxU − utDxT − uxDxX, (2.5b)
U[t t ] =DtU[t ] − uttDtT − utxDtX, (2.5c)
U[tx] =DxU[t ] − uttDxT − utxDxX, (2.5d)
U[xx] =DxU[x] − utxDxT − uxxDxX, (2.5e)
where the total differential operators Dt and Dx are given, respectively, by
Dt = ∂
∂t
+ ut ∂
∂u
+ utt ∂
∂ut
+ utx ∂
∂ux
+ · · · , (2.6a)
Dx = ∂
∂x
+ ux ∂
∂u
+ utx ∂
∂ut
+ uxx ∂
∂ux
+ · · · . (2.6b)
Invariance of the heat equation is given by (2.2) which, by (2.4), gives
U[t ] −U[xx] = 0. (2.7)
Substitution of (2.5) with T = 1 leads to
DtU − uxDtX−DxU[x] + uxxDxX = 0 (2.8)
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DtU − uxDtX−Dx(DxU − uxDxX)+ uxxDxX = 0. (2.9)
Expanding and imposing that the ∆1 = 0 and ∆2 = 0 leads to
Xuuu
3
x + (2Xxu− 2XXu −Uuu)u2x + (Xxx −Xt − 2XXx − 2Uxu+ 2UXu)ux
+Ut −Uxx + 2UXx = 0. (2.10)
Setting the coefficients of ux , u2x and u3x to zero gives rise to the determining equations
given in (1.5). To show that the invariance condition (2.2) arises from a condition of com-
patibility, it suffices to examine the expanded form of the invariance condition (2.9). It is
an easy matter to verify that
DtU − uxDtX =Dt(U −Xux)+Xutx,
DxU − uxDxX =Dx(U −Xux)+Xuxx, (2.11)
so that (2.9) becomes
Dt(U −Xux)−D2x(U −Xux)+Xutx −Xuxxx = 0 (2.12)
which, by virtue of the heat equation, becomes
Dt(U −Xux)−D2x(U −Xux)= 0. (2.13)
If we rewrite the heat equation and the invariant surface condition equation (1.4) and (1.3),
respectively, as
uxx =U −Xux, (2.14a)
ut =U −Xux, (2.14b)
then (2.13) arises naturally from the compatibility condition
Dt(uxx)−D2x(ut )= 0. (2.15)
In the next section, we will show that the determining equations for the nonclassical sym-
metries of general quasilinear evolutionary partial differential equations of arbitrary order
can be obtained by a condition of compatibility.
3. Compatibility of evolution equations
Consider the evolutionary partial differential equation
ut = F(t, x,u,ux,uxx, . . . , ux(n−1))ux(n) +G(t, x,u,ux,uxx, . . . , ux(n−1)), (3.1)
where ux(n) = ∂nx u and where F and G are smooth functions of their arguments. If we
denote Eq. (3.1) by ∆1 and the invariant surface condition (1.3) with T = 1 by ∆2 then
∆1 = ut − Fux(n) −G, (3.2a)
∆2 = ut +Xux −U. (3.2b)
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ing that
Γ (n)∆1|∆1=0,∆2=0 = 0, (3.3)
where the infinitesimal generator Γ is given in (2.3), its first and second extensions given
in (2.4), and, in general, the nth extension to Γ is given recursively as
Γ (n) = Γ (n−1) +
n∑
i=0
U[t (n−i)x(i)]
∂
∂ut(n−i)x(i)
, (3.4)
where ut(n−i)x(i) = ∂n−it ∂ixu. The coefficients of the operators in (3.4) are given by
U[t (n−i)x(i)] =Dn−it Dix(U −Xux)+Xut(n−i)x(i+1) (3.5)
(see, for example, [3]), where again we note that T = 1 and the total derivative operators
Dt and Dx are given, respectively, by (2.6). Invariance of Eq. (3.1) is given by (3.3) from
which we obtain
U[t ] = FU[x(n)] + Γ (n)Fux(n+1) + Γ (n)G. (3.6)
Before we establish the main result of the paper, it is important to prove an important
relationship between the extended infinitesimal generator Γ (n) and the total derivative op-
erators Dt and Dx .
Lemma. If Γ (n) is the extended infinitesimal generator, and Dt and Dx total derivative
operators, then for any smooth function F(t, x,u,ux,uxx, . . . , ux(n)),
Γ (n)F =Dt(F )+XDx(F), (3.7)
provided
ut +Xux =U. (3.8)
Proof. From the definition of Γ (n) it is clear that
Γ (n)F = Ft +XFx +UFu +
n∑
i=1
U[x(i)]Fux(i) (3.9)
and
Dt(F )+XDx(F)= Ft + Fuut +
n∑
i=1
Fux(i)utx(i)
+X
(
Fx + Fuux +
n∑
i=1
Fux(i)ux(i+1)
)
. (3.10)
To prove equality it is sufficient to prove
n∑
U[x(i)]Fux(i) =
n∑
utx(i)Fux(i) +X
n∑
ux(i+1)Fux(i) , (3.11)i=1 i=1 i=1
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U[x(i)] = utx(i)+Xux(i+1), (3.12)
which is (3.5) with n= i if the invariant surface condition (3.8) is used, thus establishing
(3.7). ✷
With the result of the above lemma we are now ready to establish the main result of the
paper.
Theorem. The determining equations for the nonclassical symmetries of the evolution
equation
ut = F(t, x,u,ux, . . . , ux(n−1))ux(n) +G(t, x,u,ux, . . . , ux(n−1)) (3.13)
can be obtained through compatibility with
ut +Xux =U, (3.14)
where X =X(t, x,u) and U =U(t, x,u) are smooth functions.
Proof. Suppose that the two equations are compatible. Subtracting Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14)
gives
F(t, x,u,ux, . . . , ux(n−1))ux(n)+G(t, x,u,ux, . . . , ux(n−1))=U −Xux. (3.15)
Total differentiation Dt of (3.15) gives
Dt(F )ux(n) + Futx(n)+Dt(G)=Dt(U −Xux), (3.16)
whereas repeated total differentiation Dnx of (3.14) gives
utx(n) =Dnx(U −Xux). (3.17)
Eliminating utx(n) from (3.16) and (3.17) gives
Dt(F )ux(n) + FDnx (U −Xux)+Dt(G)=Dt(U −Xux). (3.18)
Adding Xutx + FXux(n+1) to both sides and regrouping gives
Dt(U −Xux)+Xutx = FDnx(U −Xux)+ FXux(n+1)
+Dt(G)+Dt(F )ux(n) +Xutx − FXux(n+1). (3.19)
By the definition of U[t ] and U[x(n)], it follows that
U[t ] = FU[x(n)] +Dt(G)+Dt(F )ux(n) +Xutx − FXux(n+1). (3.20)
However, since Xutx −FXux(n+1) =XDx(F)ux(n) +XDx(G), we have
U[t ] = FU[x(n)] +
(
Dt(F )+XDx(F)
)
ux(n) +
(
Dt(G)+XDx(G)
)
. (3.21)
From the above lemma this equation becomes
U[t ] = FU[x(n)] + Γ (n)Fux(n) + Γ (n)G, (3.22)
thus obtaining Lie’s invariance condition (3.6). ✷
In the next section Burgers’ equation and the KdV equation and generalizations serve
as examples.
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In this section, we consider Burgers’ equation and the KdV equation and their general-
izations showing that compatibility leads to the determining equation for their nonclassical
symmetries.
4.1. Burgers’ equation and its generalization
The nonclassical reductions for Burgers’ equation
ut + 2uux = uxx, (4.1)
with the invariant surface condition as given in (1.3) lead to the following system of deter-
mining equations (with T = 1):
Xuu = 0,
Uuu − 2Xxu+ 2XXu − 4uXu = 0,
Ut −Uxx + 2UXx + 2uUx = 0,
2Uxu+Xt −Xxx − 2UXu+ 2XXx − 2uXx − 2U = 0 (4.2)
(see, for example, [8]). If Burgers’ equation and the invariant surface condition are rewrit-
ten as
uxx =U −Xux + 2uux, (4.3a)
ut =U −Xux, (4.3b)
then requiring compatibility,
Dt(uxx)−D2x(ut )= 0, (4.4)
leads, by virtue of (4.3), to
Dt(U −Xux + 2uux)−D2x(U −Xux)= 0. (4.5)
Expanding and using (4.3) to eliminate ut , uxx and differential consequences gives rise to
Xuuu
3
x + (2Xxu− 2XXu + 4uXu −Uuu)u2x
+ (Xxx −Xt − 2XXx + 2uXx − 2Uxu+ 2UXu + 2U)ux
+Ut −Uxx + 2uUx + 2UXx = 0. (4.6)
Setting the coefficients of ux , u2x and u3x to zero gives rise to exactly those determining
equations given in (4.2). This further generalizes to equations of the form
ut = uxx +R(u,ux). (4.7)
If Eq. (4.7) and the invariant surface condition are rewritten as
uxx =U −Xux −R(u,ux), (4.8a)
ut =U −Xux, (4.8b)
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Dt(uxx)−D2x(ut )= 0, (4.9)
leads, by virtue of (4.8), to
Dt
(
U −Xux −R(u,ux)
)−D2x(U −Xux)= 0. (4.10)
Expanding and using (4.8) to eliminate ut , uxx and differential consequences gives rise to
URu +
(
Ux + (Uu −Xx)ux −Xuu2x
)
Rux + (2Xx −Uu + 3Xuux)R
−Xuuu3x + (Uuu − 2Xxu+ 2XXu)u2x
+ (Xt −Xxx + 2Uxu− 2UXu+ 2XXx)ux
−Ut +Uxx − 2UXx = 0, (4.11)
recovering the result obtained by Nucci [9] using the iterative nonclassical symmetry
method.
4.2. KdV equation and its generalization
The nonclassical symmetries for the KdV equation
ut + uux + uxxx = 0, (4.12)
with the invariant surface condition as given in (1.3), lead to the following system of de-
termining equations (with T = 1):
Xu = 0, Uuu = 0, Uxu−Xxx = 0,
Ut + uUx +Uxxx + 3UXx = 0,
Xt + 3XXx +Xxxx − 2uXx − 3Uxxu−U = 0. (4.13)
If the KdV equation and the invariant surface condition are rewritten as
uxxx =Xux −U − uux, (4.14a)
ut =U −Xux, (4.14b)
then requiring the compatibility condition
Dt(uxxx)−D3x(ut )= 0 (4.15)
gives, using (4.14),
Dt(Xux −U − uux)−D3x(U −Xux)= 0. (4.16)
Expanding and using (4.14) to eliminate ut , uxxx and differential consequences gives rise
to
−3Xuu2xx − 6Xuuu2xuxx + 3(Uuu − 3Xxu)uxuxx + 3(Uxu−Xxx)uxx
−Xuuuu4x + (Uuuu− 3Xxuu)u3x + 3(Uxuu−Xxxu−XXu + uXu)u2x
+ (3Uxxu−Xt − 3XXx −Xxxx + 2uXx + 3UXu +U)ux
+Ut +Uxxx + uUx + 3UXx = 0. (4.17)
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to the following essential set of determining equations:
Xu = 0, Uuu = 0, Uxu−Xxx = 0,
Ut + uUx +Uxxx + 3UXx = 0,
Xt + 3XXx +Xxxx − 2uXx − 3Uxxu−U = 0, (4.18)
which are exactly the determining equations given in (4.13). This further generalizes to
equations of the form
ut = uxxx +R (u,ux,uxx) . (4.19)
If Eq. (4.19) and the invariant surface condition are rewritten as
uxxx =U −Xux −R(u,ux,uxx), (4.20a)
ut =U −Xux, (4.20b)
then requiring the compatibility condition
Dt(uxxx)−D3x(ut )= 0 (4.21)
gives, using (4.20),
Dt
(
Xux −U −R(u,ux,uxx)
)−D3x(U −Xux)= 0. (4.22)
Expanding and using (4.20) to eliminate ut , uxxx and differential consequences gives rise
to
URu +
(
Ux + (Uu −Xx)ux −Xuu2x
)
Rux
+ (Uxx + (2Uxu−Xxx)ux − (Uuu − 2Xxu)u2x −Xuuu3x
+ (Uu − 2Xx)uxx − 3Xuuxuxx
)
Ruxx
+ (3Xx −Uu + 4Xuux)R − 3Xuu2xx − 6Xuuu2xuxx + 3(Uuu − 3Xxu)uxuxx
+ 3(Uxu−Xxx)uxx −Xuuuu4x + (Uuuu − 3Xxuu)u3x
+ 3(Uxuu−Xxxu+XXu)u2x + (3Uxxu+Xt + 3XXx −Xxxx − 3UXu)ux
−Ut +Uxxx − 3UXx = 0. (4.23)
Assuming further that
X =X(u), U =U(u)
gives Eq. (4.23) as
URu + (Uu −Xuux)Ruxux +
(
Uuuu
2
x −Xuuu3x +Uuuxx − 3Xuuxuxx
)
Ruxx
+ (4Xuux −Uu)R − 3Xuu2xx − 6Xuuu2xuxx + 3Uuuuxuxx
−Xuuuu4x +Uuuuu3x + 3XXuu2x − 3UXuux = 0,
recovering the result also obtained by Nucci [10] using the iterative nonclassical symmetry
method.
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In this paper we have considered a method of deriving the determining equations for the
nonclassical symmetries of evolutionary partial differential equations. The nonclassical
method, first introduced by Bluman and Cole, is based on a generalization of the method
of Lie, which seeks invariance of a given partial differential equation under a group of in-
finitesimal transformations. In this paper, we have shown that these so called determining
equations can be constructed by simply imposing compatibility between the original equa-
tion and an associated first order quasilinear PDE. The heat equation, Burgers’ equation,
and the KdV equation with generalizations of the latter two equations all served as exam-
ples illustrating this fact. The idea of compatibility is actually very central in deriving exact
solutions to partial differential equations using symmetry methods. For example, a classi-
cal symmetry leads to an invariant surface condition whose solution leads to a reduction of
the original equation. This reduced equation is the condition of compatibility—the com-
patibility between the original equation and the invariant surface condition. Compatibility
is also inherently used when exact solutions are obtained using a generalized symmetry
(see, for example, [11] and [12]). In this paper, however, only compatibility arguments are
used.
This now leads to a very interesting question. Can the determining equations for the
nonclassical symmetries of “all” partial differential equations be derived by imposing a
condition of compatibility? This is a topic of future work.
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